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Main oil routes in the world
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Gulf of Mexico oil spill in 2010 -- the worst 

environmental disaster in U.S. history -- to cost 

it $ 40 billion.



Recovery of Spilled Oils Today
Methods Exemples Limitations

Mechanicals booms, skimmers • Do not remove all oil

Chemicals dispersants, 
surfactants and 

solidifiers

• Introduction of new 
substances in environment

• Does not necessarily allow 
the oil to be removed

Biologicals biodegradation • Introduction of 
microorganisms and 
dispersants

• It is necessary the 
prospection and the control 
of ideal conditions for each 
microorganisms

• Do not permit the oil 
recovery





Magnetic nanoparticles and composites: BiosorptionMagnetic nanoparticles and composites: Biosorption

Source: http://www.science.tamu.edu

Different polymers



Source: http://www.science.tamu.edu

Different polymers

Low cost

Inactive biological materials

Renewable sources

Residues

Hydrophobic surfaces

Development of new materials 

(such as composites)

Magnetic nanoparticles and composites: Biosorption

Biomasses:



Magnetite nanoparticles

Fe2+
(aq) + 2 Fe3+

(aq) + 8 OH-
(aq) Fe3O4(s) + 4H2O(l)

MNP

30 min

Synthesis

Addition of yeast biomass (YB)

Fe3O4(s) + 4H2O(l) + YB(s)                     YB - Fe3O4(s) 

YB-MNP

30 min
80 °C

Magnetic nanoparticles
(MNP)

Yeast Magnetic
bionanocomposite

(YB-MNP)

Yeast biomass
(YB)



Characterization
YB MNP YB-MNP
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N = 6.14%

C = 41.0%

H = 6.21%

N = 0.40%

C = 3.5%

H = 1.0%

N = 3.8%

C = 29.7%

H = 4.3%

Elemental 
Analyses



• Superparamagnetism: Strong magnetic

response with low magnetic fields

• Easy removing by a magnetic field

• Fe3O4 nanoparticles are environmental

friendly, naturally present

Characterization
Magnetization

X-ray powder diffractograms from representative MNP; YB-MNP
and MNP from Database JCPDS 20-526 nanoparticles
displaying the Bragg peak reflections of magnetite.

zeta potential

YB = -9.39 ± 0.86 mV (negatively charged)

YB-MNP = -13.9 ± 0.5 mV (negatively charged)

MNP = +20.3 ± 0.4 mV (positively charged)

12 emu/g 

40 emu/g 



Condition Material Contact time Temperature Mass
C1 -1 -1 -1 -1
C2 +1 -1 -1 +1
C3 -1 +1 -1 +1
C4 +1 +1 -1 -1
C5 -1 -1 +1 +1
C6 +1 -1 +1 -1
C7 -1 +1 +1 -1
C8 +1 +1 +1 +1

Fractional Factorial Design (two-layers procedure)

Material -1 = YB-MNP

Material +1 = MNP

Mass -1 = 50 mg

Mass +1 = 70 mg

Contact time -1 = 2 min

Contact time +1 = 30 min

Temperature -1 = 5 °C

Temperature +1 = 45 °C

Experimental design varying four parameters: material, contact 
time, temperature and mass.

New Motor  Oil (NMO) d = 0.8983 kg/m3

Mixed Used Motor Oil (MUMO) d = 0.9046 kg/m3

Petroleum 28 °API (P28API) d = 1.0366 kg/m3

Oils removing





Results

2.2 ± 0.3 kg oil/kg MNP 2.8 ± 0.3 kg oil/kg YB-MNP 3.5 ± 0.1 kg oil/kg MNP 

D-Optimals



Results

Pareto’s graphics for removing of different oils by magnetic materials YB-MNP (yeast magnetic

bionanocomposite) and MNP (magnetite nanoparticles).

New Motor  Oil (NMO)
Mixed Used Motor Oil (MUMO)

Petroleum 28 °API (P28API)



Graph of cluster (K-Means) for the

different conditions of fractional factorial

design employed f\or oils removal.

Graphics for de complete data set of oils

removal from water by the different

evaluated magnetic materials.

Principal Components Analyses Hierarchical Components Analyses

New Motor  Oil (NMO)
Mixed Used Motor Oil (MUMO)

Petroleum 28 °API (P28API)

45oC



Results
Table 1. Regression analyses for oils uptakes by magnetic materials YB-MNP (bionanocomposite of yeast biomass) and MNP
(magnetite nanoparticles). Material: -1 (YB-MNP) and +1 (MNP); Contact Time: -1 (2 min) and +1 (30 min); Temperature: -1 (5
°C) and +1 (45 °C); Mass: -1 (0.05 g) and +1 (0.07 g).

New Motor  Oil (NMO), Mixed Used Motor Oil (MUMO), Petroleum 28 °API (P28API) 



 Temperature was the most significant parameter for improve oils removal capacities. However,

contact time and magnetic material are also important.

 Greater contact time and smaller masses of magnetic materials improve oil removing.

 The oil characteristics affect its removal from water by this proposed method.

 The cluster analysis showed that the temperature increasing turns the behavior of the other oils

similar to MUMO (from C5, temperature = 45°C).

 The theoretical models satisfactorily fitted experimental data, denoting the capacity of explanation of

the observed phenomena.

 Bionanocomposite reduces de cost with reagents to produce magnetite nanoparticles maintaining the

desired magnetic characteristic.

Our conclusions
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The qualitative behavior of the size-dependent

coercivity of magnetic particles. The magnetic

behavior of superparamagnetic (SPM) nanoparticles

is demonstrated by the solid line, while ferromagnetic

(FM) particles are presented by dashed lines. Here H

denotes the applied magnetic field strength and M is

the measured magnetization. Superparamagnetism

occurs in particles with sizes smaller than the

superparamagnetic limit.




